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1 Introduction

This tutorial is aimed at getting familiar with Solidity, the most common language used for Ethereum Smart
Contracts. Knowing at least the basics of Solidity is essential to developing in the Ethereum ecosystem,
regardless of whether or not you are explicitly writing the contract side of Ethereum applications. Solidity
can be a bit more difficult to learn than a typical first programming language, such as Python or Java, but,
like all languages, is written by developers for developers, and thus follows many pre-existing conventions.
As of writing this (March 2018), Solidity is still a relatively new language, and doesn’t have as powerful of
a community built around it. As always, Google and Stack Overflow will have many useful answers and
helpful advice, but you will have to rely on reading the documentation more than usual. As Solidity is for
deployment and testing on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, testing locally can be a pain without setting up
a development suite. To alleviate this, I recommend using Remix as a convenient sandbox to mess around
with syntax and simple introductory concepts. Additionally, this digital book is an excellent resource in
understanding both the concepts and the syntax/structure of Solidity. Lastly, it is vital to understand that
Solidity is a very ’live’ language being currently developed, and can change rapidly in important ways (at
the time of writing, Version 0.4.20 is the latest release, representing not a release before V1.0.0).
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2 Solidity Concepts

Taken from the documentation page, ”Solidity is a contract-oriented, high-level language for implementing
smart contracts. It was influenced by C++, Python and JavaScript and is designed to target the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). Solidity is statically typed, supports inheritance, libraries and complex user-defined
types among other features”.

To digest this one piece at a time, Solidity is a tweak on an Object Oriented Programming Language,
with contracts replacing objects. Contracts have persistent data, called state or instance variables, and func-
tions, as a class would in an another OOPL. The differences between contracts and classes will not be covered
in depth in this tutorial, but relate to contracts in Solidity having the ability to send transactions and have
public addresses, among others. Referencing tutorial 1, on deploying and interacting with a simple smart
contract, we know that Solidity code is compiled to produce lower level code, and in doing so is machine
independent and closer to human language, making it a high-level language (HLL). Being statically-typed
means that the data-type of a given variable is check at compile time, as opposed to during run time. This
is analogous to variable declaration in Python and Java.

# Java Syntax

int testInteger = 10;

# Python Syntax

testVariable = 10;

While the difference between statically and dynamically typed languages is very important to understand in
the long term, we will not fully cover it in this tutorial for the sake of brevity. As a note, the differences in
programming with a dynamically and statically typed language are often wrapped up, for better or worse,
in the syntax and conventions of the language, and almost always do not need to be fully understood when
beginning with basic applications.

Inheritance in Solidity is similar to Java, or another OOPL, with certain methods being inherited by a
contract being reused, as opposed to copying the methods of the ’Parent’ contract (called base contract).
Read more here, along with a fun short demo with self-destructing bank accounts. Libraries are also sup-
ported, and will provide many needed functionalities to smart contracts. Libraries differ in the Ethereum
world, as they are deployed to the EVM, and called from contracts (in the contract context). Libraries
can be viewed in this case as a special scenario of ’parent’ or ’base’ contract. Lastly, user-defined types
are available for use in Solidity, called structs (short for structures), and are used to cleanly collect related
variables. These structs are very similar to counterparts in C++ (also called structs) or creating a class with
no methods in Java (only instance variables).
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3 Contract Structure

3.1 Version

As Solidity is a rapidly evolving language, the compiler used to turn your Solidity code into byte code
needs to know what version or versions of Solidity to compile under. This is accomplished with the pragma
statement.

pragma solidity ^0.4.0;

This statement tells the compiler to use a Solidity version greater than 0.4.0, but still within the 0.4.x class,
to avoid any breaking changes introduced with 0.5.0 (or higher).

3.2 Imports

Importing other Solidity source files is allowed, and is often used as a convenient and manageable way to
use inheritance. The following imports a base contract and indicates that the current contract inherits from
the base contract.

import "baseContract.sol";

// This contract inherts from base contract

contract newContract is baseContract{

........

........

}

3.3 State Variables

The structure of the contract itself is similar to that of a class. State variables are permanently stored in the
same location as the contract (the address at which it is stored), and have various options associated with
them, such as type (see type section later) and accessibility/visibility. State variables can be initialized at
the time of declaration, or later in either a function or a constructor.

pragma solidity ^0.4.0;

contract VariableStorer {

uint myFavoriteInt;

struct MyStruct {

uint mySecondFavoriteInt;

bool favoriteInt;

}

event SomeOneReadThis(address reader);

enum ContractState { Created, Locked, Inactive }

}

The struct is a special type of state variable, that is user defined, but can be accessed similarly to other state
variables. However, be careful when you try to access this as a return value from a function! As Solidity is
statically typed, the receiving function will need to what type of data it is expecting, and passing structs
cross-contract may not work. Events are what they seem like (good naming!), and can be used as callbacks
for various methods within a contract once the given conditions are triggered. Enums are variables with
specific pre-defined values, but will not be covered in this tutorial.

3.4 Contract Methods

Following the state variables, functions are the pieces of code that can be executed when called. Functions
can be called externally, by another contract or user, or internally, by an event or another function. There
are differences in these two call scenarios, which we will cover more in depth in a later section.
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contract SimpleEbay {

function bid() public payable {

// Function

// ...

}

function buyNow() public payable {

// Function

// ...

}

// Not payable, but the default setting is still public

function removeListing() {

// Function

// ...

}

}

The options and syntax of functions will be covered later (such as public, internal, external, payable, etc).
For now, the structural flow of a contract is the key point.

3.5 Example

This example shows the structure of a real solidity contract. While it is not needed to understand the
functionality of all lines in this contract, it is best to read through it to grasp the typical structure of a
solidity contract.

//Source: http://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/latest/solidity-by-example.html#simple-open-auction

pragma solidity ^0.4.20;

contract SimpleAuction {

// Parameters of the auction.

address public beneficiary;

uint public auctionEnd;

// Current state of the auction.

address public highestBidder;

uint public highestBid;

// Allowed withdrawals of previous bids

mapping(address => uint) pendingReturns;

// Set to true at the end, disallows any change

bool ended;

// Events that will be fired on changes.

event HighestBidIncreased(address bidder, uint amount);

event AuctionEnded(address winner, uint amount);

// The following is a so-called natspec comment,

// recognizable by the three slashes.

// It will be shown when the user is asked to

// confirm a transaction.

/// Create a simple auction with `_biddingTime`

/// seconds bidding time on behalf of the
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/// beneficiary address `_beneficiary`.

function SimpleAuction(

uint _biddingTime,

address _beneficiary

) public {

beneficiary = _beneficiary;

auctionEnd = now + _biddingTime;

}

/// Bid on the auction with the value sent

/// together with this transaction.

/// The value will only be refunded if the

/// auction is not won.

function bid() public payable {

// No arguments are necessary, all

// information is already part of

// the transaction. The keyword payable

// is required for the function to

// be able to receive Ether.

// Revert the call if the bidding

// period is over.

require(now <= auctionEnd);

// If the bid is not higher, send the

// money back.

require(msg.value > highestBid);

if (highestBid != 0) {

// Sending back the money by simply using

// highestBidder.send(highestBid) is a security risk

// because it could execute an untrusted contract.

// It is always safer to let the recipients

// withdraw their money themselves.

pendingReturns[highestBidder] += highestBid;

}

highestBidder = msg.sender;

highestBid = msg.value;

emit HighestBidIncreased(msg.sender, msg.value);

}

/// Withdraw a bid that was overbid.

function withdraw() public returns (bool) {

uint amount = pendingReturns[msg.sender];

if (amount > 0) {

// It is important to set this to zero because the recipient

// can call this function again as part of the receiving call

// before `send` returns.

pendingReturns[msg.sender] = 0;

if (!msg.sender.send(amount)) {

// No need to call throw here, just reset the amount owing

pendingReturns[msg.sender] = amount;

return false;
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}

}

return true;

}

/// End the auction and send the highest bid

/// to the beneficiary.

function auctionEnd() public {

// It is a good guideline to structure functions that interact

// with other contracts (i.e. they call functions or send Ether)

// into three phases:

// 1. checking conditions

// 2. performing actions (potentially changing conditions)

// 3. interacting with other contracts

// If these phases are mixed up, the other contract could call

// back into the current contract and modify the state or cause

// effects (ether payout) to be performed multiple times.

// If functions called internally include interaction with external

// contracts, they also have to be considered interaction with

// external contracts.

// 1. Conditions

require(now >= auctionEnd); // auction did not yet end

require(!ended); // this function has already been called

// 2. Effects

ended = true;

emit AuctionEnded(highestBidder, highestBid);

// 3. Interaction

beneficiary.transfer(highestBid);

}

}
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4 Value Types

Value types in Solidity are typical when compared to other languages. They are always passed by value
when used as parameters of a function (as opposed to passed by reference).

4.1 Booleans

Booleans are supported and have the typical uses and operators in Solidity. Note: implicit conversion is not
supported: if(1) throws an error, and is not converted to if(true).

bool isDifferent = false;

bool sameAsJava = true;

bool ands = (isDifferent && sameAsJava); // false

bool ors = (isDifferent || sameAsJava); // true

bool not = !isDifferent; // true

bool equality = (isDifferent == sameAsJava); // false

bool inEquality = (isDifferent != sameAsJava); // true

4.2 Integers

Integers are supported (both signed and unsigned) in Solidity, and can be declared either with or without a
number of bits allocated to them. The number of bits must be a multiple of 8, and if no number of bits is
specified, it will be interpreted as 256 bits.

int8 x1 = -1; //8 bit signed integer

uint8 x2 = 3; //8 bit unsigned integer

uint16 x3 = 65535; //16 bit unsigned integer (with max value)

uint 277719239; // Ok because uint is interpreted as uint256

uint27 x4 = ?; //Not ok, the number of bits must be a multiple of 8

Solidity does not yet fully support fixed point numbers (or floats or doubles).

4.3 Addresses

Addresses are a type special to Solidity. They hold a 20 byte value (the length of an Ethereum address), and
have members (like a class or contract would). Address members are accessible values and functions held
within an address, and can be seen as similar to calling myArray.length, in which length would be a member
of myArray. Addresses have the members: balance, transfer, send, call, callcode, and delegatecall. We won’t
go into the latter three in this tutorial (call, callcode, or delegatecall). Balance is rather straightforward and
gives the current balance of the address listed in units of wei (see section 7.1). Transfer and send perform the
same functionality of sending funds from the locally owned address to the recipient address. The difference
between the two is that send will return false if the transaction fails (such as the recipient running out of gas
for the transaction), whereas transfer will throw an exception. Understanding when to use each is beyond
the scope of this tutorial, and relies upon Solidity and security conventions.

address x = 0x123;

address myAddress = this;

if (x.balance < 10 && myAddress.balance >= 10) x.transfer(10);

// Transfers 10 wei from myAddress to x
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4.4 Byte Arrays

Fixed size byte arrays are available in Solidity, up to a limit of 32 bytes (over 32 bytes is considered a
reference variable, and must be declared as an array).

bytes1 = 'a'; //Yay! We can store chars

bytes6 = 'test string'; // breaks, bytes6 cannot hold an 11 character string

bytes32 = 'now this bytes size is ok'; // works

Dynamically sized byte arrays are also available, using ’bytes’ and ’string’, but these are NOT value types
(they are reference types).

4.5 Literals

There are many literals in Solidity, and these are interpreted as various types according to the following
rules. Literals are the values you explicitly type into Solidity, and assume they will be interpreted correctly.
For example:

'this is a string literal'

byte32 myStr; // variable, not literal

12*60 // both 12 and 60 are integer literals

12.5*2.3 // both are rational literals

These are not all encompassing, but should provide a foundation for programming in Solidity.

• Address Literals

– Address literals take the form 0xdCad3a6d3569DF655070DEd06cb7A1b2Ccd1D3AF

– They are hex numbers that are 40 digits and pass the checksum for an Ethereum address

– If they do not pass the checksum, a warning will be issued, and they will be treated as rational
numbers

• Rational and Integer Literals

– Integer literals are collections of digits of 0-9 EG: 72

– Decimal fraction literals are formed with a . EG: 1.3, 2.456

– Scientific notation is supported: 2e10, -6e6, 4.1e-10

– The most important rule to understand is that numerical literals are not typed until they are as-
signed to non-literal type, and thus will not overflow or loose precision. For example, (10e10)**(100)
/ (10e1100) will not overflow the system, as the resulting value is calculated and is within accept-
able limits before being stored in a typed variable.

• String literals

– String literals are written with single or double quotes: ’Solidity’ or ”tutorial”

– String literals are implicitly convertible to bytes1,bytes2,...,bytes32 if they fit

– String literals are always implicitly convertible to bytes or string (dynamically sized arrays)

• Hexadecimal literals

– Hex literals are written as hex”01AB02” (with either single or double quotation makrs)

– Address literals are special cases of hexadecimal literals
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5 Reference Types

More complex types that do not fit into a certain size of memory (256 bits), must be dealt with slightly
differently to ensure we are using memory efficiently and not deep-copying arrays or structs that can be MB
each.

5.1 Arrays

Arrays are one of the most common data types, and are a reference type in Solidity. They can be both static
and dynamic in size, which is declared at the time of variable declaration. You can create an array of any
type in storage (including another array, structure, or mapping), but if the array is created in memory, the
compiler must know what type and size the array is, and thus does not allow mappings (mappings will be
covered later). The most important difference with arrays between solidity and other languages is the notion
of array access order. In the case of multidimensional arrays, the order of accessed arrays is the reverse
of other languages, such as Python or Java. If you had an array of 3 arrays of length five, accessing the
5th element in the 2nd array would be my2dArr[4][1], as opposed to my2dArr[1][4] (Note: Solidity is zero-
indexed). This is a crucial difference to remember when using higher dimension arrays in Solidity. Arrays
have a length member that can be both accessed and modified (only modifiable in storage, not memory).
You can append an element to an array using the ’push’ functionality, or by re-sizing the array and then
accessing a later index and assigning to it. Accessing a later index without resizing will not work, and will
throw an error. There are many tricky ins and outs (but sadly no In-n-Out) of working with arrays in
Solidity, due to the differences between an array stored in memory or storage, and between dynamic and
static arrays. For now, be cautious when declaring and working with an array, and always test the array
functionality to ensure it is behaving as expected. Note that ’string’ and ’byte’ are special types of arrays
addressed above.

uint[5] myFiveInts; //static size

uint[] allMyInts; //dynamic size

uint[5] memory myFiveIntsInMem;

uint lengthStor = myFiveInts.length;

uint lengthMem = myFiveIntsInMem.length;

bool equalLengths = (lengthStor == lengthMem); // True

myFiveInts.length = 2; // Allowed, will clear elements 3-5 of array

myFiveIntsInMem.length = 2; // NOT allowed

//Appending to myFiveInts

myFiveInts.push(3) // new size of array is 3

myFiveInts[3] = 4 // NOT ALLOWED

//Instead we will:

myFiveInts.length = 4

myFiveInts[3] = 4

// Note that the following is not a pair of dynamic arrays but a

// dynamic array of pairs (i.e. of fixed size arrays of length two).

bool[2][] m_pairsOfFlags;

// Assigning to our dynamic array of pairs

m_pairsOfFlags[index][0] = flagA;

m_pairsOfFlags[index][1] = flagB;

// Also allowed

bool[2] newPair = [true, false]

m_pairOfFlags.push(newPair)
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5.2 Structs

Structures provide a way to define new types. Structures in Solidity are very similar to C or C++, and are
very useful for grouping and passing related data values. Understanding when to use a structure versus when
to use a few individual variables is often chosen for code cleanliness and space (memory) efficiency, but also
plays a role in passing variables between scopes in Solidity. A structure may be passed internally (within
a contract), as the contract knows what type to expect, but cannot be passed externally (to a different
contract), as the other contract is unaware of exactly what type it is receiving. Furthermore, a structure
cannot contain a variable of it’s own type. For example, a structure representing a ’parent’ cannot contain
another ’parent’ structure. However, containing a mapping within a struct is allowed, and has many useful
applications. The exact rules of this are confusing, and like arrays should be approach on a case by case
basis with simple tests written for functionality. We will learn more about mappings in the next section.

// Structure for representing a customer

struct Customer{

address addr;

uint purchaseAmount;

byte32 customerName;

uint transactionId;

}

// Strucutre for a classical node (with two children)

struct Node{

uint dataNum; // Can be any type

Node thisChildWontWork; // NOT ALLOWED

uint leftChildID; // CANNOT BE A NODE TYPE

uint rightChildID; // CANNOT BE A NODE TYPE

mapping (uint => Node) child // Can be a mapping type

}

// Potential structure for linked list

struct LinkedList{

uint rootID;

uint endID;

uint[] nodeIDList; // list of node ID's for our mapping

mapping (uint => Node) nodes; // Can contain a mapping

}

5.3 Storage Location Modification

You are able to modify the location in which a reference type is stored using ’storage’, ’memory’, or ’calldata’
as an additional type keyword. These signifiers change how the variable is treated during assignment and
mutation, by indicating where they should be stored. We will not cover this topic in depth, but understand
the syntax when you read it elsewhere.

uint[] memory myMemInts = 10;

uint[] storage myStoredInts = 20;

uint[] calldata parameterInts = 30;
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6 Mappings

Mappings are a crucial point of working with Solidity. They are similar to hash tables, in that an input value
is hashed to quickly access a stored variable with a one to one ratio of input values and stored variables.
The syntax for a mapping is:

mapping(inputType => returnType) nameOfMapping;

returnType returnedValue = nameOfMapping[inputType];

The inputType is restricted to only Value Types (not structs, contracts, dynamically sized arrays, or another
mapping). The returnType can be anything, including another layer of a mapping. This short example below
shows how a basic use of a mapping.

pragma solidity ^0.4.0;

contract MappingExample {

mapping(address => uint) public balances;

function update(uint newBalance) public {

balances[msg.sender] = newBalance;

}

}

contract MappingUser {

function f() public returns (uint) {

MappingExample m = new MappingExample();

m.update(100);

return m.balances(this);

}

}
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7 Special Units

7.1 Ether

Ether is divided up into sub-units of various magnitudes, similar to how bitcoin can be divided into satoshi
or a US dollar can be divided into cents.

The available units for use in Solidity are wei, szabo, finney, and ether. A numerical value without a postfix
is assumed to be in wei.

// all are equivalent amounts

2 ether

2000 finney

2000000 szabo

2000000000000000000 wei

2000000000000000000 // assumed to be in wei

7.2 Time

Certain units for time are available natively in Solidity, and are considered naively (356 days == 1 years,
not 365.24 days == 1 years). The available units are:

• seconds

• minutes

• hours

• days

• weeks

• years

These are interpreted as would be expected:

3600 seconds == 1 hours

24 hours == 1 days

168 hours == 1 weeks

etc
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8 Control Structures

Control structures in Solidity are very similar to their counterparts in C or Javascript. The available controls
are if, else, while, do, for, break, continue, and return. The case or switch statements are not available
in Solidity, and neither is the goto functionality. Rather than explain each one, there is an example of each
to show syntax below. As mentioned below, there is no implicit conversion from integer to boolean, and thus
if(1) is not valid. Additionally, the parethesis around the condition of the control structure (if/while/for) is
mandatory, but the curly braces are not needed for one line statements.

8.1 If, Else

// Acceptable

if(dukeScore>uncScore && gameOver){

didDukeWin = true;

}

else {

throw exception(falseInputParameters);

// This isn't the right syntax for actually throwing an error

}

// Also acceptable:

if(dukeScore>uncScore && gameOver)

didDukeWin = true;

else

throw exception(falseInputParameters);

// Not acceptable

if dukeScore>uncScore && gameOver

youNeedParenthesis = true;

8.2 For

for(uint8 i=0; i<15; i++){

funArray[i] = i**(2);

// ** is the symbol for exponent: 2**2 = 4, 2**3 = 8, etc

}

8.3 While

while(boringVariable > 10){

boringVariable--;

myDynamicArray.push(randomWorkFunctionCall(boringVariable));

}

8.4 Do

// Even if dukeScore>uncScore up here

// dukeScore += 3 will execute at least once

do{

dukeScore += 3;

} (while dukeScore<uncScore+10)
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9 Functions

Functions are a key point of understanding Solidity. They function (hehe) almost exactly to functions in
other languages, but have many modifiers (such as ’public’ or ’private’) and other special syntax.

9.1 General Function Syntax

A function can be declared with syntax similar to c: the ’function’ keyword, followed by a function name
with parameters enclosed within parenthesis following, a list of modifiers, and lastly a returns statement
with a return type. The spacing is hard to describe, and thus the syntax is shown below:

function funcName(type param, type2 param2) defaultMod(s) customMod(s) returns (returnTypes) {

....

}

// Actual example

function timesTwo(uint x) public pure returns (uint){

return (x*2);

}

In this example, timesTwo is the name of the function that takes one unsigned integer (size 256) as a
parameter, and is available to use from any caller (any contract on the Ethereum network), and returns an
unsigned integer (size 256). The pure modifier will be covered later. There are a lot of slight variations
on code style with function declaration in Solidity. I recommend briefly scrolling though the Solidity Style
Guide.

9.2 Visibility

Visibility modifiers in Solidity modify the scope in which a function can be called. This is useful to control
who, or what contracts, can call a given function. Functions that are used as helper functions, or for modifying
state variables in a contract, should often be internal or private, to prevent calls from any contract on the
Ethereum network. Note: State variables can also use visibility modifiers. External is not available (as this
would be the same as public), and the default is internal. Functions in Solidity have four visibility modifiers:

9.2.1 Public

The public modifier is similar to public in other languages. Public functions can be called from the hosting
contract or other contracts on the Ethereum network. They differ from ’External’ functions in that they
may also be called internally: both ’publicFunction()’ and ’this.publicFunction’ are valid. This is the default
visibility for functions.

9.2.2 Private

This is the most restrictive visibility setting. Private functions may be called only from the contract within
they are defined, and only from an internal setting: ’this.privateFunction()’ will not work, only ’privateFunc-
tion()’. These are a subset of internal functions.

9.2.3 Internal

Internal functions can be accessed from the contract that defines them, and any derived contracts (through
inheritance). This setting is often preferable to private, as it prevents external calls, but is not too restrictive
as to inhibit functionalities of inheritance. Internal functions can only be called with ’internalFunction()’,
not ’this.internalFunction()’ as with private functions.
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9.2.4 External

External functions can and must be called through the contract interface. This means that they require an
Ethereum Virtual Machine call in order to function, and thus require gas (portions of ether) to be called.
These function can be called from other contracts, or with transactions. They can be called from the contract
that hosts them, but must use the syntax ’this.externalFunctionCall()’, not ’externalFunctionCall’. Even
when the contract hosting them calls external functions, an EVM call is still generate and will cost ether.
These are a subset of public functions.

9.3 Other Default Modifiers

There are several other default modifiers that indicate some properties of a function:

9.3.1 View

View functions are functions that promise to not modify the state. They are able to read state variables,
current time, ether balance, etc, but MAY NOT modify any of them. Dissallowed actions include: writing to
state variables, sending a transaction, creating a contract, or calling any method not marked ’view’ or ’pure’.
A classic example of this is a function that reads a state variable mapping to return a response, but DOES
NOT modify or add an entry to the mapping. Currently the rules of ’view’ are not enforced by the compiler,
but will be in the future of Solidity. Calling ’view’ and ’pure’ functions do NOT require transactions, and
thus can be computed on your local machine, without calling the EVM, and thus do not cost ether to call.
For this reason, if you can make your function ’view’ or ’pure’, you should.

9.3.2 Pure

These functions are a subset of view functions. The difference between ’pure’ and ’view’ functions is that
’pure’ functions may not read any aspect of the state, including ether balance, time, and state variables.
Stated differently, a pure function must rely only on it’s input parameters, and will return the same output
given the same input in any context (with the possible exception of using randomness in a computation).
The rules are similar to ’view’ functions, except that they may only call other ’pure’ functions, as calling
’view’ functions may read the state in some manner. Calling ’view’ and ’pure’ functions do NOT require
transactions, and thus can be computed on your local machine, without calling the EVM, and thus do not
cost ether to call. For this reason, if you can make your function ’view’ or ’pure’, you should.

9.3.3 Payable

The payable modifier indicates that the function is allowed to receive ether along with a call. If a caller
sends ether via a transaction to a function without the payable modifier, this transaction will be rejected.
Adding the payable modifier along with a function allows functions to process payments in special ways. As
an example, you could have a payable function sellGame() that takes a certain amount of ether, and then
registers the sender of the ether as a valid customer to send them a game later. If sellGame() did not have
the payable modifier, the transaction would not be accepted by the contract that defines sellGame(), and the
function code would not run with the ether being returned to the sender. Contracts have a default fallback
function that has no name, and accepts ether as a simple way to send funds to a contract. We will cover
fallback functions in depth later.

9.3.4 Constant

This is the same modifier as ’view’. However, constant can also be used for state variables. In this case,
constant does not allow assignment outside of initialization.
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9.4 Custom Function Modifiers

Solidity offers the ability to create your own function modifiers. These modifiers allow you to enforce rules
on parameters of a given function, check certain prerequisites, or simply run a block of code at the beginning
and end of a function. Fully understanding these modifiers is more advanced than this tutorial will cover,
but recognizing them is important. See the two examples from the Solidity documentation below:

contract owned {

function owned() public { owner = msg.sender; }

address owner;

// This contract only defines a modifier but does not use

// it: it will be used in derived contracts.

// The function body is inserted where the special symbol

// `_;` in the definition of a modifier appears.

// This means that if the owner calls this function, the

// function is executed and otherwise, an exception is

// thrown.

modifier onlyOwner {

require(msg.sender == owner);

_;

}

}

contract mortal is owned {

// This contract inherits the `onlyOwner` modifier from

// `owned` and applies it to the `close` function, which

// causes that calls to `close` only have an effect if

// they are made by the stored owner.

function close() public onlyOwner {

selfdestruct(owner);

}

}

contract Mutex {

bool locked;

modifier noReentrancy() {

require(!locked);

locked = true;

_;

locked = false;

}

/// This function is protected by a mutex, which means that

/// reentrant calls from within `msg.sender.call` cannot call `f` again.

/// The `return 7` statement assigns 7 to the return value but still

/// executes the statement `locked = false` in the modifier.

function f() public noReentrancy returns (uint) {

require(msg.sender.call());

return 7;

}

}
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9.5 Getter Functions

Getter functions are a common methodology across many languages to allow external view of certain state
variables. In Solidity, however, these are automatically generated for all state variables that are public.
This allows external contracts to call the variable as if it were a function to see it. This also clarifies that
public variables cannot be assigned to externally, as assigning to a state variable would require ether. Getter
functions are by definition ’view’ but not ’pure’. This also works with mappings, and is a bit more complex:

contract GenGetter {

uint public randVar = 123;

}

contract TestGetter {

GenGetter testG = new GenGetter();

function testGetMethod() public {

uint local = testG.data(); // note the parenthesis after data

}

}

// For a mapping:

contract ComplexGetter {

mapping (uint => bool) public complexVar;

}

// Would generate a getter of type

function complexVar(uint arg1) public returns (bool resp) {

resp = complexVar[arg1];

}

9.6 Fallback Function

A fallback function is a function that has no parameters, no return values, and no name. Each contract can
have exactly one fallback function. This function is called when no other defined function matches the called
function, or when no function is supplied at all. To receive ether, the fallback function must be marked as
payable.

function() public payable {

//msg is still available in this context, despite having no parameters

// if totalEther was a state variable used to keep track of ether balance:

totalEther += msg.value

}

9.7 Overloading

Solidity supports overloading functions as in Java or C++, provided that the arguments passed in differ in
number, type, or both.

function sum(uint x, uint y) public pure returns (uint){

return x+y;

}

function sum(uint x, uint y, uint z) public pure returns (uint){

return x+y+z;

}

function sum(int x, int y, int z) public pure returns (uint){

return x+y+z;

}
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10 Basic Contract Challenges

1. Declare a signed integer that is capable of holding the number: 42500. Declare an unsigned integer
that is capable of holding the number 42500. What is the maximum size (in bits) of an integer? What
number does this correspond to for an unsigned integer versus a signed integer. What is the advantage
and disadvantage of using uint8 versus uint16?

2. Given that there are no floats or doubles in Solidity, what is an effective way to manage numbers that
need a certain amount of decimals? (say we want 5 decimals of precision)

3. Declare a fixed array of 10 addresses, and populate the first two addresses. What is the size (in bytes,
not length) of this array in storage/memory (depending on how you declared it)?

4. Write the commands to transfer 20 szabo from your current address to the address
’0xe99356bde974bbe08721d77712168fa070aa8da4’
Note: to avoid an error, you should check to see if you have the ether to transfer first.

5. Write a mapping that maps unsigned integers to a string of the name of that integer (0-10).

6. Write a function that iterates through a list of signed integers and returns the greatest two in terms
of magnitude: EG -5 is greater than 4 in magnitude.

7. Fibonacci Function: Write a function in solidity that recursively calculates the i-th Fibonacci number.
What is/are the proper modifier(s) for this function (there may be multiple right answers)?

8. Write a simple contract that is a guess the number game. The contract should store hidden number(s)
and other users and contracts can call the method to try to win a prize. Bonus: have the contract cost
a given amount to guess, and have the winner get all of the funds in the contract.

9. Write a simple contract that stores 3 numbers (integers) and can perform addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and division among these three numbers (give the caller the option to select which two
numbers and the order of them).

10. Create a contract structure for a shop selling multiple items. There is no need to fully implement the
methods or variables, but pseudo-code or an explanation for each function and variable is useful in
understanding working with contracts.
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